FARM AND GARDEN

GARDENING HINTS FOR AMATEURS

THE GARDEN IN OCTOBER

Seed-boxes and Seed-planting

The seed-box is the key to the garden.

In the garden of Stirling House, dated October 27, 1961

Seed-boxes and Seed-planting

Characteristics of these seed-boxes, which are available in hardware stores and garden centres, are:

1. Lightweight, making them easy to move.
2. Waterproof, protecting the seeds from moisture.
4. Durable, withstanding the elements and pests.

Seed-planting

Seeds should be planted in the soil when the danger of frost is past and the weather is warm and dry. The seed-box should be placed in a sunny, sheltered spot, away from drafts and cold air.
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FOR AMATEURS

The gardens in October

What a dream of

maidens

Allegro

Your new fashions can't take

shape—beautifully rounded,

satisfactorily rugged. And Allegro

is the only one that's

fitted to your comfort and

comfort. For Allegro is tailor

made to fit you. Know your

figure and buy your figure

from Allegro. The Allegro

figures are made only in the

United States of America.

There is a

Allegro

for every type of figure.

"Hounded" by

HEADACHES

Unquestionably the most

broadly prescribed over-the-counter

analgesic in the

United States.

Dodd's Kidney Pills

BRYLFOAM

The original CREAM SHAMPOO in a tube

 Tex-mad PRINTS

EASY TO WASH

EASY TO SEW

AND IN SUCH
HIGH FASHION, TOO!

 Tex-made Fabrics

DOMINION TEXTILE COMPANY LIMITED

36-38 SEXTON STREET,

BRUNSWICK, B.C.

"TEX-MADE" IS WISELY MADE

FOR AMATEURS

Where do you buy them?
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